Innovation and Heritage
A professionally installed INTERFOG® system offers you
the same state of the art misting technology provided
to major theme parks and industry around the world.

Your authorised INTERFOG® & FOGCO® specialist
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Europe, Middle East & Africa

A professionally installed system provides:
System components designed for easy layout & installation

The International Fog Company Ltd
Unit 2D Poplar Court Atley Way
Nelson Park Industrial Estate Cramlington NE23 1WA UK
T 44 (0) 1670 735 404 F 44 (0) 1670 735 486
info@interfog.com
www.interfog.com

Quality & durable design
World class warranties
Combined Mistscaping®, FogDeck® and patio cooling in one
system
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©2009 FOGCO Mistscaping , Desert Fog , FogDeck , Fogco and the Encircled Spray
Pattern are registered trademarks of Fogco Systems Inc.
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Outdoor Cooling
INTERFOG® systems are being effectively used in
outdoor cooling applications worldwide.
Our systems can provide cooling of outdoor
temperatures by up to 10ºC with no noticeable
increase in humidity.
By using a FOGCO® 70 Bar pump module, the
system can produce billions of water droplets as
small as 5 microns* These microscopic water
droplets then flash evaporate which reduces the
temperature in the surrounding area.

Mistscaping®

FogDeck®

Mistscaping® is a unique and exciting way to add
fog to standard water features and garden areas.
Created and developed by FOGCO® Mistscaping®
allows for the subtle and mystical introduction of
fog effects into any outdoor application.

FogDeck® represents the latest innovation from FOGCO®.
This patent pending system is a dramatic water feature for
the most discriminating of homeowners and all upscale pool
projects. The FogDeck® system allows for a distinctive
introduction of fog effects into any new or remodelled pool.

By utilising the FOGCO® pump module and
specially designed Mistscaping® risers, any
standard landscaping project can be transformed
into a cooling tropical experience.

By utilising a FOGCO® 70 Bar pump module and specially
designed prefabricated assemblies, any pool project can be
transformed into a unique and mystical design.

*1 micron = 1 millionth of a metre

Commercial applications

market leading
fog systems
since 1989

INTERFOG® applications include major dust abatement,
odour removal and large scale greenhouse humidification
systems. Cooling, Mistscaping® and FogDeck® applications
include restaurants, hotels and resorts, theme parks, as
well as residential patios, gazebos, pools, spas, tennis
courts, and waterfeatures.
Whether commercial or residential, INTERFOG® is the
only manufacturer in the industry to provide
both UL and CE certification ensuring years
of trouble-free operation backed by our
18 year history of quality products and
customer service.
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